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ABSTRACT
An industrial company is a key element between R&D laboratories and operational world. Mixing people from both
worlds and adding specific competencies will lead to high performance specific products more readily available.
CS Group, with the help of its internal expert network, is involved in the development of innovative solutions for the
defence domain. With its partners, CS develops tools and systems to create or improve existing solutions and adapt them
to new emerging needs such as, in the maritime field, robust methods for ships detection and recognition. As an example
CS investigates artificial intelligence solutions to reduce false alarms rate and support military navy operators in the
context of the fight against asymmetric threats. All these efforts aim at developing effective solutions for maritime
security supported by operational people and researchers inside and outside the company.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As global threat is increasing, it is more and more necessary to keep a technological advantage against potential enemies.
Data processing is speeding up process and our adversaries are able to go faster than us: they have no constraints on
funding and regulations.
The best way for NATO Nations to keep their advantage is to rely on fundamental research made in laboratories and
universities. But there may be an important time gap between first discoveries and the actual use of newly designed
operational systems. Industry is a key in this process: it has to design and produce equipments. Having companies
involved both in R&D and in operational fields contributes to a quicker climb of the TRL (technology readiness level)
scale.

2. CS INDUSTRIAL VISION: FROM R&D TO OPERATIONAL SOLUTION
2.1 Profile
CS is a mid-cap company employing 2000 persons, with subsidiaries in Europe, North-America and Middle-east. Its four
business units (Space, Aeronautic, Energy and Defence) are dedicated to design, build and conduct critical and cyber
safe systems. CS solutions are mostly software based and involve topics as various as digital communications,
simulation, command & control, big data, artificial intelligence, etc. The company addresses mainly highly innovative
projects in its field of expertise where it may have the upper hand given that small companies are too small to conduct
them, and big companies not agile enough for fast innovation. Its main customers are government agencies and big
industrial companies.
2.2 R&D and operational views
CS dedicates 10% of its revenue to R&D. CS human resources includes people from the academic world with high level
degrees of education. The company promotes and relies on their unique abilities to advise and go beyond the state of the
art solutions in key strategic sectors. To guaranty the level of excellence a dedicated branch of “experts” has been created
to promote their skills and support constant training and qualification. Similarly the staff includes former French Army
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officers or petty officers, giving insight on the operational point of view to design and operate optimized solutions in the
Defence Industry.
2.3 Innovative industrial project: cooperation between main actors and development cycle
CS is engaged in being an active member of selected competitiveness clusters enabling efficient local but also
international cooperation. Participating or running projects labelled by these clusters give a good overview of the
technological innovation as well as the opportunities of teaming up with non-industrial partners i.e. universities or
research centres, but its requires a particular expertise.
Conducting the project by itself is done with classical industrial process: a full V cycle, from conception, specifications,
tests and performances verifications. CS is used to conduct these projects with flexibility, diplomacy, persistence. This
expertise is at the service of global view for company development, like area surveillance, with maritime surveillance as
a branch of it.

3. MSA R&D PROJECT USING AI
3.1 AI use for MSA
3.1.1 History
CS has been involved for more than 15 years in safety and the protection of critical restricted-access areas. Since 2006,
CS agency in Toulon has developed solutions such as MWPS (Maritime Warning & Protection System) or SECMAR
(SECurity MARitime) using an operational centre and a multi-sensor centralized system to secure maritime area and
harbour. The SEMAPORT system, is deployed in particular in the Bay of Toulon, to protect the first French military
harbour, the first to use a system of this type; this system detects and automatically monitors suspicious vessels, using
radar pictures, day and night optronics systems, AIS... Maritime surveillance and in general, Maritime Situational
Awareness (MSA) is indeed a major challenge for the protection of Maritime areas of interests in the framework of the
fight against piracy and terrorism.
3.1.2 Roadmap
Image processing based on visible or infrared video streams have been developed by CS for the design of early warning
and tracking systems against surface targets. Following both the technological evolutions and operational requirements,
major efforts have been dedicated to manage multiple video streams and create graphical user interfaces (GUI)
displaying the maritime picture within a Command and Control (C2) system. Besides algorithms have been implemented
following classical solutions for the segmentation and tracking of the target against its background. Despite good results,
it became obvious that new robust approaches were required to address needs such as the ones of the French Navy
(increase of automatic processing).

Figure 1: CS Toulon past and current R&D roadmap for maritime security

The above figure shows the innovation push of the past decade and the industrial experience acquired by CS Toulon
through its numerous projects2 in that field. It emphasizes also the step taken in advanced image processing techniques.
Algorithms using artificial intelligence are the current preferred way for these system upgrades. In 2016, CS has invested
in a thesis [1] exploring a brand-new temporal and spatial approach for detecting maritime objects. In cooperation with
Toulon University, this work has illustrated how image processing on visible wavebands using a rigidity criterion and
convolutional deep learning is efficient to separate object detections from the sea background ([2], [3]).
The thesis results have been integrated in the DIAMANT project described in the following section and in turn
DIAMANT may contribute to CS global MSA solutions.
3.2 DIAMANT
3.2.1 Initial project Goal
In a partnership with the LIS research centre from Toulon University3, CS has worked on new methods in order to
upgrade the performance of the maritime detection system in the framework of naval combat systems against asymmetric
threats. The DIAMANT (Détection Image Adaptée aux Menaces Asymétriques Navales & Terrestres) project was
created with the following scientific main objective: develop and consolidate innovative solutions integrating
convolutional neural networks for the detection and recognition of boats positioned on the coastal fringe such as
asymmetric threats (go-fast, speedboat ...). The operational goal is to improve the performance of threat detection
systems for combat systems (military component) and security systems of industrial and port sites (civil component) and
unburden the work of the operator with automatic ship classification.
The DIAMANT initial project has been supported by the French governmental agency DGA (Direction Générale de
l’Armement) in France.
3.2.2 Scientific work
The proposed approach to ship detection and classification is mainly based on the Fast -RCNN algorithm proposed by
Girshick et al. [4]. By factorizing computations between neighbouring region proposals in the RCNN feature space,
Fast-RCNN has both reduced the running time and improved its overall detection accuracy. Nevertheless, generation of
high-quality region proposals still remained a bottleneck as it is in essence a combinatorial problem. The chosen method
takes advantage of the rigidity of real-world objects ([2], [3], [5]), for quickly generating high-quality region proposals
for Fast-RCNN.
The proposed approach to rigidity analysis in a high definition maritime video stream begins with the extraction of SIFT
[6] key video locations in each new frame. The SIFT descriptor is, first, convolved with a 1D Gaussian profile (σ = 2),
then, transformed into a probability distribution via its mere division by a normalization constant, finally, stored in a
discrete histogram of 128 bins. SIFT keypoints are tracked individually across 4K video stream using optical flow and a
Kalman filter. The state vector of the Kalman filter denoted by Yt = (xt , yt , ut , vt )T consists of a mere concatenation of
the subpixel position (xt , yt ) of a SIFT keypoint and its 2D velocity vector (ut , vt ) of which one may only observe a
noisy version denoted by Zt. SIFT keypoint classification as object versus background is based on the estimation of the
long-term variation of the dynamic of the SIFT descriptor. To this end, we use the modified version of the KullbackLeibler pseudo-Distance (KLpD) for deriving a measure of normalized SIFT keypoint textural variation. Suppose two
probability distributions P and Q, and define the divergence measure between P and Q as

DKL ( P, Q ) =  Di ( P, Q )
i

where one has ∀i = 1, . . . , 128:


 P (i ) 
 Q ( i )  
Di ( P, Q ) = inf  P ( i ) log 
 , Q ( i ) log 
 
 Q (i ) 
 P ( i )  

A real-time implementation of above formula is achieved keypoint-wise by simply propagating it across frames via the
moving average trick according to the following update scheme:
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 DKL ( P1 , P2 ) , if t = 1
∧

D KL ( t ) = 
∧
α DKL ( Pt , Pt −1 ) + (1 − α ) D KL ( t − 1) , if t > 1
where α ∈ (0, 1) stands for a real parameter which we have experimentally tuned to 0.1. The final step consists in
classifying every tracked SIFT keypoint either as object or background based on its estimated value of D̂ KL (t) using the
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. Once rigid video locations have been extracted, the next step consists in
generating in their vicinity a set of high-quality region anchors. This is achieved in the present approach in a similar way
to Faster-RCNN by computing three to nine boxes corresponding to different scalings of a square box centered around
each rigid keypoint. Fig.2 shows some video-based object detection and recognition results using 4K maritime video.
The estimation of the exact class of the maritime object (e.g. sailboat, catamaran, speedboat, etc) is achieved within a 15
ship classes set of useful maritime vessels plus the background class by using a ZF-net [7]. The latter class accepts any
object which is not a vessel.

Figure 2: R&D results using DIAMANT 4K acquisition system:
Left: Proposals (in green are shown extracted rigid keypoints);
Right: Maritime object detection.

3.2.3 Workflow
This section (and the corresponding figure below) illustrates the main process workflow in the DIAMANT project. From
a real-time video flow or by reading a recorded video sequence from a database (both in 4K format), the main tasks of
the DIAMANT project are focused on:

Figure 3: The DIAMANT workflow

•

Real time processing: A 4K video flow (chosen to increase detection and recognition) is acquired and processed
in order to extract frames. [Video processing module]

•

Automatic detection of surface targets: as described in previous part, ships are detected and their recognition
class is outputted. [Detection/Recognition module]

•

Automatic recognition: DGA symbol is proposed to indicate directly on the screen what class does the ship
belong to. [Detection/Recognition module]

•

Tracking: conventional tracker is modified by using rigidity analysis. [Tracking module]

•

Super-resolution: new approach integrating CNN algorithm is tested to improve image quality. [Super
resolution module]

3.2.4 Results
Started in 2016, the DIAMANT project led by CS finishes in 2019, its main results are:
• Design of a 4K image processing chain
• Automatic detection module based on a spatio-temporal processing of the image information and plots selection
according to their belonging to an object class
• An automatic recognition processing based on a convolutional neural network approach
• Analysis tools and GUI to select tracks for vignetting, digital zoom and history
• Superesolution method and tool using convolutional neural network, on each thumbnail
• Many real time trials session in the Oursinières harbour located in Toulon area, with cooperative and boats of
opportunity.
• “DIAMANT” software integrating the different modules within a synthetic GUI.
The following figure shows an example of results with the DIAMANT tool. Note that the user interface has been
implemented in accordance with the ergonomic vision of the DGA, following the goal to present the most synthetic view
to the operator. So, the main part of the GUI is a display in real time of 4K video stream recorded by the 4K camera. All
ships tracks are added in this display. It is possible to select one to four tracks and display them in thumbnails. DGA
classification symbol are displayed for each track. Track trajectory history is added if selected for appearing in a
thumbnail.
Track number + NATO recognition symbol

Tracks

Super-résolution

Image vignetting by choosen track (tracking)

Figure 4: Left : DIAMANT tool GUI, Right : Set up example of the 4K camera during trials.

In this sample result, the ships – two speedboats - come from a 1500 m distance. The 4K camera is positioned at a 15 m
altitude above the sea. The next two figures show the capacity of DIAMANT to discriminate two different ships.

Figure 5: Automatic ship track and recognition

Figure 6: Speedboat (track 1) and sloop (track 0) thumbnails with tracks list
(Note: The SR button triggers the super resolution process and the zoom factor - here equal to 1.0)

Next figure show how DIAMANT can operate in non-zero state with a low false alarm rate.

Figure 7: Ship detection in a non-zero sea state

3.3 R&D Follow ups
CS aims at continuing the research with the outcomes of the DIAMANT project. As R&D follow-ups, CS intends to
tackle new approaches dealing with infrared images, behavioural analysis supporting an improved classification as well
as the development of indicators giving the level of confidence in the processing.

3.3.1 Study on automatic ship recognition in infrared bands
Automatic analysis from imagery is meant to be a great help for operator, even more as the quantity of displayed
information grows. The DIAMANT project, using a visible 4K camera, is nevertheless limited to day situations. To
address night conditions, CS has already conducted a study to select a new method using infrared imageries for
automatic ships recognition.
Convolutional Neural Networks are one of the most practical and commonly used models in the field of deep learning
and are highly applicable for analysing imagery, making it the most suitable method for automatic recognition. There is
but one major problem coming with this technology: the model needs to use a very large amount of data (thousands of
samples) to feed the learning process.
To cover this need, open source data are readily available as far as imagery in the visible band is concerned but it is a
different case for infrared images. As a result we cannot rely on an existing good quality infrared images database
(containing the specific data we need) to train our network. As a workaround, CS use its own infrared image simulation
software (Hesperides [8]) to build a specific synthetic database based on requirements for representativeness (hundreds
of “infrared boats” viewed from different angles and distances). Moreover to reduce the volume of data required, we
decided to use a more cost-effective deep-learning method and followed the recent method proposed by [9].
The architecture selected as a result of this study should be similar to DIAMANT with a combination of convolutional
layers and pooling layers to extract the hidden features, then a fully connected layer to classify the images based on the
extracted features. The difference lays in the training method as we use Extreme Learning Machine instead of the usual
backpropagation. We believe that this method will allow training each layer fast and individually and producing a model
with very good generalization capacities when fed with relatively few data.
3.3.2 Research in contextual coastal surveillance
CS is currently investigating a new research theme making use of contextual coastal surveillance. Plans are thus made to
take part of a thesis (between 2020 and 2022) which title is « Intelligent ship recognition for contextual coastal
surveillance ». The proposed work looks for solutions involving automatic and tailored ship recognition depending of the
contextual situation.

4. MSA FROM INDUSTRIAL POINT OF VIEW
Having a good assessment of a Maritime Situation is known to be a huge challenge. Tens of thousands of various ships
and boats, crews, passengers, goods are travelling days and nights all year round. Comparing with a few years ago, the
problem is not to acquire data: the problem is to deal with a big mass of information, right or false, accurate or not, aged
or not. As it is still the case in a lot of places, classifying and identifying a ship is a matter of a single person using
binoculars or relying on an AIS spot on a radar screen. The quality and accuracy of information resulting depends on
operator qualification and experience, ship’s good will, and flair of people in charge of security.
With new technologies now available, industry is able to propose solutions for managing big data, supporting
classification and data fusion as well as presenting a better clearer maritime picture to decision makers. Maritime
Situational Awareness key challenge is no more the acquisition of data but the assimilation of such data for a given
object and the verification of their quality so as to raise an alert when there are discrepancies. For example, AIS position
received by a sensor is to trigger a series of checks, with last know position, draught coherence, picture verification with
the closest camera DIAMANT software fitted, etc. In the digital age, technological solutions for MSA may rely on a big
network able to automatically exchange information. Administrative data may be stored in a cloud; sensors can integrate
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to provide more relevant pieces of information. Tracks histories are to be made available for
ship lifetime in order to have comparison elements. The system must be focused on the decision making process: from
the large amount of data available, the decision maker must receive the best synthesis, with confidence level and proper
operational indicators depending on context. Such indicators can be a picture, a picture comparison, previous track
course 5 minutes, 1 day, 1 year ago, etc.
CS has developed some of these technologies, or is able to find partners for that. The company is involved in finding and
proposing solutions. Actors’ roles are well defined: scientists work on data processing techniques, operational people and
politicians have to decide what they want, and industrials have to design and build the system.

5. CONCLUSION
CS has experience in harbour protection, coastal surveillance, and, with its subsidiary Diginext, high sea surveillance
(STRADIVARIUS radar). All these elements can contribute to surveillance from EEZ boundaries to pier.
In this paper, we have described the industrial vision of our group and specifically CS Toulon as far as maritime security
and related R&D are concerned. A specific focus has been given on research activities making use of AI in a MSA
context. DIAMANT project has contributed to our roadmap and R&D follow ups are already identified (in other
wavebands, using other techniques and metrics, adding behavioural analysis). Now that a first level of operational and
technical requirements is specified, components can be designed for integration in operational systems improving their
resulting performance. The easy connexion between lower TRL R&D works and operational feedback, the capability to
experiment in realistic environments and the use of industrial processes and methods help the acceleration of the time to
market and hence improving faster the security level of end users.
CS drives at contributing further more to Maritime Situational Awareness and go beyond what we have achieved so far,
including bid data management, smart mapping, AI use in sensors, in our C2 ground stations or in clouds. Besides being
integrator, CS develops also specific technologies when there is a need to fill a gap. Relying on strong partnerships and
efficient system architectures enable this approach with reasonable costs and minimum manpower. In fine however,
human being, with its ability to decide in grey zone, takes the final decision. Digital tools are only there to help, to speed
the process, to deliver a better and more complete situation, to close definitely open backdoors to threats, whatever they
are.
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